DISCOVER-A-PLACE 
Facts about Bangladesh

- The national animal of Bangladesh is the royal Bengal tiger. It has a roar that can be heard up to two miles away.
- Almost everyone in Bangladesh follows the religion of Islam, and there are very few Christians in the country.
- Bangladesh’s main product for selling in other countries is clothing, including suits, sweaters, and shirts.
- There are six seasons in Bangladesh instead of four like we have in the U.S. It has grismo (summer), barsha (rainy season), sharat (autumn), hemanto (cool season/late autumn), sheet (winter), and bashonto (spring).

DISCOVER-A-HIDDEN-WORD

Unscramble the words on the left using the hints on the right. Put your answers in the boxes. Then take the numbered boxes and write your answer below to discover the hidden word!

SABDANLEHG
HINT: The country that is featured in the Week 5 story sheet.

LIENA
HINT: The girl featured in this week’s story.

SATIHNIRC
HINT: In the beginning of paragraph 2, it says her family was ________.

CURHHC
HINT: What is the name of a building where people can worship God?

PYERRA
HINT: A way you can “talk” to God.

MOAHYRN
HINT: The girl in the story said God changed her and there was more peace and ________ at home.

ANSWER:
DISCOVER-THE-HIDDEN-LETTERS
Cross out each word IN THE PUZZLE as you find it, but do it lightly so you can still see the letters in case you need to use them twice. When you are done finding all the words, you will discover a hidden word using the unused letters—start from the top and work your way down from left to right. There is a clue below.

So go and make ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ of all people in the world. Baptize them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit.
Matthew 28:19 ERV

DISCOVER-A-HIDDEN-QUOTE
Fill in the blanks using the numbered letters in the chart to discover the hidden quote.
(HINT: What is Elina’s favorite Bible verse that she tells us about in the Week 5 story sheet?)